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FIRE SEASON OVERVIEW

The 2020 fire season started with Kyle Thatcher coming over from the lone peak engines to run as crew boss for the year.

The first fire assignment came on 5/30 to the tabby canyon fire on Stansbury Island for 4 days. The second assignment turned into a 14 day assignment starting in Utah on the Elberta fire for 2 days and then getting reassigned down to Tucson Arizona to the big horn incident.

The remainder of the 2020 fire scene twin peaks stayed within the great basin coordination center with assignments in Nevada, Idaho, and a lot in Utah.

Twin peaks was assigned to 20 different incidents throughout the 2020 fire season with 15 of those assignments being in Utah.

The crew started shutdown on 10/20/20 after a successful 14 day assignment on the east fork fire in Duchesne, Utah.
2020 Season Data:

979 hours of Overtime

465 Tanks Run

Completed 6 Fal 2 Taskbooks

Completed 3 Fal 3 Taskbooks

Completed 1 Fal 1 Taskbooks

Completed 2 FFT1 Taskbooks

Completed 1 ICT5 Taskbook

Completed 1 Crewboss Taskbook
Awards:

Crew Member of the Year: Christian Shupe
Rookie of the Year: William Lenington
Digger of the Year: Parker Judd
Saw Team of the Year: Lindsay Rowley, Iain Knott